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Determiners :
Determiner is a group of words which fixes or limits the meaning of a noun or
a noun phrase showing whether the phrase is definite, indefinite or negative.
Determiners are categorised into various types. Some important categories of
determiners are explained below with a list of examples.
Types of Determiners:
1. Articles - a, an, the
2. Distributives - some, each, every, any
3. Demonstratives - this, that, these, those
4. Possessives - my, mine, our, your, his, her, their
5. Interrogatives - what, which, who, where
6. Number expressions - some, many, several
Examples:
☞ I came here to submit an application.
☞ The book on the table is very expensive.
☞ He bought some textbooks from the shop.
☞ Each student got a chance to speak.
☞ Every customer will be honoured.
☞ This is a grammar website.
☞ Those children are very interested in Mathematics.
☞ This is my lunch box.
☞ That is our new bungalow.
☞ This is his bicycle.
☞ Where is my chocolate?
☞ Which is your classroom?
☞ That is our new bungalow.
☞ There are some children in the classroom.
☞ She doesn't have many books.
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1.

Fill in the blanks with appropriate articles or determiners.
1. I am looking forward to being ——————- grandmother.
2. I used my shoe as ————————- hammer.
3. Have you fed ————————- dogs?
4. There are ———————– children in the garden.
5. Who invented ———————– radio?
6. I am ———————- oldest in my family.
7. I prefer ————————- mountains to the seaside.
8. We went to ———————— same school.
9. My brother is going out with ———————–friend.
10. Have you got ———————— assignment?
11. We met ——————— nice Asian families on holiday.
12. I think there is ——————— butter in the fridge.

2. Put suitable articles in the blanks :
____ girl was playing in ___ street, when ____ wild bull came and frightened her;
_____ girl ran hastily to ______ neighbouring house where ______ elderly man
was sitting with _____ thick stick in his hand. _____ man took up _____ stick, ran
to ______ bull, and drove him out of_____ street. ____ girl thanked _____ man
and again went to play in ______ street.

3. Fill in the blanks with suitable determiners or articles:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

______________ is blocking the road.
I would like _________ more tea.
How ______________ money do you need ?
How __________trees are there in your garden?
He is not_______ honest man.
________ book you want is not with me.
Is there ______ use of my advise?
The four brothers were quarrelling among ________________.
_____ apple a day keeps _____ doctor away.
All the boys. went to beach but only a ______ could swim.
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